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In hopes of better understanding raph-theoretic duality, a syntactical ‘duality principle’ is 
proved for circuit-cutset duality in binary matroids. The principle is shown to characterize 
binarity, and its theoretical and practicat applicability is discussed. 
1. Introduction and preliminaries 
Circuit-cuts& duality is central to much of graph theory and its applications. 
Since Whitney’s pioneering work [S], it has become traditional to view graph- 
theoretic duality in the wider context of matroid theory. However there are at 
least two senses in which this view is nonoptimal. 
First of all, it is desirable to be able to treat duality as is done in areas such as 
projective geometry: namely, as a syntactical phenomenon, transforming old 
theorems into new theorems and allowing concepts to be equivalently formulated 
in dual terms. This viewpoint, and the attendant attention to the formal languages 
in which graph theory can be done, allows the employment of the methods and 
perspectives of mathematical logic. Secondly, there are many aspects of graph- 
theoretical duality which are absent in the more general matroid setting. 
We shall present a syntactical ‘duality principle’ appropriate to binary matroids 
(see Chapter 10 of [71), and so more neariy appropriate to graphs. We shall then 
discuss the applicability of the principle, especially to electrical network theory. 
This new principle is a strengthening of the ‘matroid duality principle’ intro- 
duced in [3]. The earlier principle allowed properly expressed statements from 
matroid theory to be changed into equivalent statements by a limited interchange 
of cti&is with cocircuits (matroid duality) and universal with existen.tial quan- 
tifiers (logical duality). More precisely, for each distinguished eiement e of a given 
matroid, the statement beginning “for each element (except possibly e itself) of 
sOme circuit containing e, . . .” is equivalent to the statement beginning “for some 
element {except possibly e itself) of euch co&wit containing e, . . .“. (The 
remainder of the statement is unchanged.) 
This same approach is used in [4] to show that Minty’s colored arc lemma, a 
fundamental lemma of combinatorial linear programming, can be stated as a 
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syntactical principle and used in the development of that theory. Moreover, the 
duality theorem of linear programming can be similarly stated as a prl;nciple, and 
its relationship with Minty’s lemma clarified. In [S], a correspcndkg duality 
principle is discussed involving prime implicants of Boolean formulas, clarifying 
the relationship between matroids and clutters. This principle and its context are 
then related to complementing planar electrical switching networks using graph 
duality and lead to a new self-dual characterization of series-parallel graphs. 
One complication in specializing to binary matroids is that instead of circuits, 
the fundamental objects will be circuit vectors; that is, disjoint unions of circuits. 
We will adopt the terminology of [l) and call circuit vectors circa. Similarly, 
disjoint unions of cocircuits are called segj;. Our object is a duality principle which 
will characterize the circ-seg duality in binary matroids. A colloquial phrasing of 
the principle is that, for each given nonempty set E of elements, the statement 
beginning “for each element (except possibly those from E) of some tin: which 
contains E, . . .” is equivalent to the statement beginning “for some element 
(except possibly those from E) of each seg which intersects E in an odd number of 
elements. . . .‘I When phrased in a slightly more intricate manner, this will again 
show the coalescence of matroidal and logical duality. 
Because we want to exploit the syntactical point-of-view, we must pay attention 
to the language being used. Our language has variables x, y, . . . and constants 
4, e,. f,. gl, e2,. . . for elements of the ground set S of the matroid, variables 
x. Y. . . . for circuits and cocircuits, constants C, C,, . . . for circuits, and constants 
D. D,, . . . for cocircuits of the matroid. The language also allows = and # 
(between elements), the membership relation E, the logic?1 connective &, v, I, -+ 
(for conjunction, disjun’ction, negation, and implication) and the quantifiers V and 
3. We let %: [and 9:] denote the family of all circs [respectively. segs] containing 
the elemertr e. We will also allow certain colloquial abbreviations such as 
(VX E %‘I 1 and (3x E % - 4). In addition we let Ai be an indexed conjunction and, 
if 4. f,. gl,. . . . fn, g,,. (n 200) <are given elements, then 
will ;NT interpreted ;ib “there exists circ X containing e such that, for each is n, 
f E X If rend only if g, E X” and 
;th “for every seg X containing e such that, for eacn. . .“. Finally, %” and 9’ will 
hc the unions of all the %J’s and 9J’s. 
2. The duality ?rincipie 
By t be hirmry duaEity principle (BDP) we shall mean the equivalence of the 
fofltrkfti: two expressions in which E ={e, f,, gl, . . . , fn, gn) is a given set of 
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elements (n a 0) and # is any formula m which the variable X does not occur: 
( 
3XEC&f: /\fiEX@&EX 
) 
(VXEX-E)#(x), 
i 
BDP: 
( 
VX&;: /\fi~Xc*g,eX (~xEX-E)t$(x). 
i ) 
When n = 0 this reduces to the equivalence of 
@XC %t)(Vx EX-E)+(x) and (VXE 9,‘)(3x EX-E)#(x), 
which we shall refer to as the (circ-seg version of) matroid duality principle 
(MDP): it can easily be seen to be equivalent to the duality principle of [3]. Thus 
BDP ensures that we are at least in a matroid. 
Theorem 1. BDP is equivalent o binarity. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is a complicated version of the proof of Theorem 2, 
and so we shall give only the latter. Theorem 2 is an crltematiae bina,ry duality 
principle (BDP+) which is less symmetric than BDP (and so shows less clearly the 
relationship between the matroid and quantifier dualities), but which is much 
more colloquial. Namely, BDP+ expresses the equivalence of the following two 
expressions a and /3, where E is any nonempty set of elements and the variable X 
does not occur in &e formula #(x): 
a!: (3xE%+: XnE=E)(VxEX-E)&x), 
BDP+: 
p: (VX&+: XnEodd)@x~X-@4(x). 
This is the principle stated in words near the end of Section 1. (The + on BDP+ 
is motivated by each of its two clauses being stronger than the corresponding 
clauses of BDP.) 
Theorem 2. BDP+ is equivalent o binarity. 
Proof. Suppose first that BDP+ holds, that C E %F9 D E 9’-, and E is an odd set 
contained in C nII. Binarity will follow if we can show the existence of an 
additional element in C nD (and so that C no cannot be an odd set). Taking 
X = C shows that 
(3xd+: xnE=E)(vx~x-E)(xEC). 
Then BDP+ implies that 
(VXE~+: XnE odd)@xEX-E)(xcC). 
Taking X = D shows the existence of the additional element of (c n D) - E. 
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Conversely, suppose binarity and that clause (Y holds, so there exists CG %+ 
such that E c C and al: (Vx E C - E)4(x). Suppose we are given D E 9’ such 
that D n E is odd, towards showing PI: (3x ED- E)4(x), and so @. Binarity 
implies C no even, so there must exist an element a E (C f7 D) - E. Since 
Q E C-E, a1 implies <b[a]. Thus & holds with x = a. 
Finally, still assuming binarity, suppose that @ holds. Say E ={el, . . . , e,,} and, 
for i, j G PI, E$ = E -(ei, ej}. We shall first prove the case with n odd by induction, 
noting that when n = 1 we are done by MDP. If n 2 3, then 0 implies (for each 
i#j) 
so 
so 
(VX E 9 ‘1 X n Eij odd)[(3x E X-Qj)(x = ei) 
V (3~ E X 4 Eij)(x = ej) V (3~ E X - &j)+(x)], 
and so 
Then by inductive hypothesis, 
So for each i # j, there exists Cii E %’ such that &j c Cij and (Vx E Cij -E)~(x). 
If any C’,i contains all of E, we will have shown a. If not, then for each i either 
some Cli Cj# i) or the symmetric difference of all the CijS must (since n is odd) 
intersect E at precisely the elements of E-(ei). So there will exist C E %+ such 
that e, $ C, e2,. . . , e, E C, and a*: (Vx E C- E)t$(x). If there also exists C’ E %’ 
scrch that e, E C’, e2,. . . , e,$ C’, and (Vx E C’-E)4(x), then the symmetric 
difference CWC will satisfy a. So suppose, towards a contradiction, that such a 
C’ does not exist: that is, suppose 
(VX E %J,)(3x E .Y - e,)[x = e2 v s . . v x = e, v-14(x)]. 
Then MDP would imply 
(3XE9f,)(VxEX-e1)[x =e2v* l l vx -zenv-t+(x)], 
so there would be DE 9” such that el E D and @*: (Vx E D - E)[+(x)]. But then 
p would force D to meet E evenly, and so (using a*, 0”) D n C would be odd, 
contradicting binarity. 
The only remaining case is for even n. Letting Ei = E - {ei}, 0 implies (for each 
i) 
(VX E 9 ‘1 X n Ei odd)[ei $ X + (3~ E X-Ei)4(x)], 
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so 
(VXEW: XfIE, odd)[@xEX-.E$)(x=ei) 
v@x EX-4)4(x)1, 
and so 
(VXEW: Xn& odd)(&EX-&)[x=e&(x)]. 
So by the odd case proved before, 
(3XM’: Xn& =E,)(VxEX-&)[x=qv@(x)]. 
So for each i s n there exists Ci E %+ such that 4 c C and (Vx E X-E)@(x). 
Then either some C or the symmetric difference of all the C’S will satisfy (Y. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
There is a third version (BDP-) expressing the 
(3X&+: XnEodd)(VxEX-E)+), 
BDP-: 
(vxd+: xnE =E)@x EX-E)+(X). 
equivalence of the following: 
Binarity is also equivalent to BDP-, which follows from Theorem 2 as the 
matroidal dual of the contrapositive of BDP+. Also, of course, each principle 
holds when c& ’ and 9’ are interchanged. 
It should also be noted that binarity is equivalent o BDP for n < 1 or BDP+ or 
BDP- for E of cardinality %3. This follows by adapting our proofs to use 
Seymour’s result (see [7, p. 1673) that binarity is equivalent o no circuit-cocircuit 
pair intersecting in. exactly three elements. 
We conclude this section with an example showing the need for using circs and 
segs, rather than just circuits and cocircuits. Consider the circuit matroid of the 
graph given in Fig. 1 9 where E = {e, f, g} for BDP+ and where a, b, and c are 
precisely the elements satisfying #. 
Fig. 1. 
3. Applica0ility of the principle 
We shall look first at theoretical and then practical applications of our duality 
principles. All matroids in this section are assumed to be binary. 
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Many of the fundamental results of binary matroid theory serve as illustrations 
of the duality principles: for instance, the Welsh-Wilde version of Euler’s 
Theorem (see [7, p. 167n (modulo Veblen’s Theorem that eulerian means all edges 
in a common circ) and the characterization of circs in terms of segs (see [l, 
p. 147-J). 
Corollary 1. All elements are in a common circ if and only if all co&wits are even. 
tif. This follows by the BDP+ since the left side is 
(3x&+: xns=s)(vxEx-s)(x#x) 
and the righ: side is 
(VX&+: xnsodd)(3xEX-S)(x#x), 
where S is the ground set of the matroid. 
circs (and so all circuits) being even. 
Similarly, bipartite is equivalent to all 
Corollary 2. Set E is a circ if and only if E intersects each seg evenly. 
Proof. The left side is 
(3X&+: X~E=E)(VXEX-E)(x#x); 
the right side is 
(VX E 9 + : X I’-I E odd)(3x E X- E)(x # x). 
The next corollary illustrates using BDP+ to prove something other than an 
cquivalencc. 
Corollary 3. %’ is closed under symmetric difference. 
Proof. If Cl&c E%‘, then 
axis+: xnc, =c,)(vx~x-C,)(X#X) 
C\? Cl 
(3x E z+ : x n cz = c,)(vx E x - c2)(x t x). 
Then BDP+ implies 
fVX c 9 + : X n C, oddj(3x E X - C&x 7; xj 
and 
WX E 9 + : X n Cz oddj(3x E X - C&x # x). 
so 
(VX&+: XnC, cdd or X n C2 odd)(Sx E X - C,$ C2)(x f x), 
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and so 
A second application of BDP+ gives 
(3x~ c&+: xn(c,m,) = (c1a3c~)(vx E x-c,asc&xf x), 
so there exists C E q3” such that C1 @ C, c C and C - (C, $i C2) = 8; that is, 
C = C,$C,. (Note that all we have used in this argument is BDP+, logic, and set 
theory; no traditional matroid-theoretic arguments were needed.) 
We have shown that the duality principles characterize being a binary matroid,, 
and so imply the entire theory of binary matroids. We have also seen that the 
fundamental properties (for instance, all those in Section 10.4 of [lj) follow easily. 
Another sort of theoretical applicability involves the problem of ‘dual charaic- 
terizations’ which motivated [3] for general matroids. Namely, given a concept 
formulated in terms of circs, what will the dual of the concept be, still expressed in 
terms of circs? As one illustration (peculiar to binary matroids), the dual of 
‘contains an odd circ’ can be shown using BDP- to be ‘is contained in no circ’. 
Minty’s characterization [2] of matroids, which found its logical formulation as 
MDP in [3], has proved to be of fundamental importance in electrical circuit 
theory and other sorts of network theory. Vandewalle and Chua’s recent survey 
paper [6] is a good source, although our present work concerns only the 
nonoriented portions of their paper.. For instance, their Corollary 1 (the ‘colored 
branch corollary’) can be rephrased precisely as MDP while their Corollaries 4 
and SC can be deduced from MDP by very formal arguments. Their Application 1 
is what we called the ‘dual characterization problem’; their other applications are 
considerably more intricate. 
But while Vandewalle and Chua document many (and promise even more) 
applications of what is essentially MDP, they are really concerned with graphs 
rather than general matroids. Hence BDP should provide even more useful tools 
for use in circuit theory. For that reason, we now state BDP and BDP+ as 
‘colored branch’ corollaries in the style of [6]. 
COIOII~IY 4. Suppose there are ara odd number of distinguished elements, exactly 
one of which is painted dark green, with the others painted various shades of light 
green, exactly two of each shade, with the nondistinguished elements painted either 
red or blue. Then exactly one of the following is true: 
(1) There is a circ containing the dark-green element which also contains for 
each of the lighr -green shades either both or neither of the elements of that shade, 
and which contains otherwise only red elements. 
(2) There is a seg containing the dark-green element which ; also contains for each 
of the light-green shades either both or neither of the elemezlts of that shade, and 
which contains otherwise only blue elements. 
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corollvy 5. Suppose ach of a set of distinguished elements is painted gr?een anti 
all the other elements are painted red OT blue. Then exactly one of the following is 
true: 
(1) There is a circ containing all the green elements and otherwise only red 
elements. 
(2) There is a seg containing an odd number of the green elements and otherwise 
only blue elements. 
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